
Naum Kravets And His Mother Shifra
Kravets 

In this photo you can see my mother Shifra Kravets and me. The picture was taken when I got the
permit to help my mother move into the apartment. We had this picture taken when we were
through with the work.

The picture was taken in Moscow in 1947.

When Mother was in evacuation she kept paying for the apartment. On her way back she brought
the receipts. They came to an agreement with the lady who lived in our apartment: she gave one
room to my mother and sister.
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My sister finished school and entered the Moscow Finance and Economy Institute, the Faculty of
Production Economy. In thought, we got along with our new neighbors.

In 1947 our neighbor threw our things out of the apartment and hung a lock on our door. My
mother and sister had to settle in the shed and bring our things there. Mother wrote me about it. I
wrote to the regiment commander about it and asked him for a short-term leave.

The commander gave me two strong sailors, sent me to take a military plane leaving for Moscow
and issued a letter for the commander of the military enlistment office saying: 'Provide an
apartment for the mother of officer Kravets. Commander of regiment # 115.'

He gave me three days to take care of things. We came up to the door. One of the sailors pushed
and all locks fell off. The neighbor started screaming. People gathered in the street.

I took Mother from the shed and the sailor started pointing at the neighbor's things and taking
them outside. The house manager came over and showed the record of our inventory, the one I
had made before leaving for the front, and the payment receipts and also the letter of the regiment
commander.

The house manager temporarily let my mother move in and filed the case in court. For the reason
that I had to leave soon, the lawsuit was the next day and the court made a ruling stating that the
apartment belonged to us.

The house management was supposed to find lodging for the evicted neighbors. My mother and
sister remained in our apartment. I came back there after demobilization in 1950.
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